About Flamingo Flats

Life is too short to eat boring food!” is Bob Deppe’s philosophy behind his company, Flamingo
Flats. His flagship store has been located for over twenty years along Talbot Street in St.
Michael’s Maryland, and is one of the oldest purveyors of hot sauces in the nation . JAN-APRIL
OPEN: THUR - MON 10 A.M. - 5 P.M.
CLOSED: TUES & WED
APRIL - DEC
OPEN 8 DAYS A WEEK
10 A.M. - 5 P.M.
One of the nations oldest purveyors of hot sauces. Flamingo Flats offers delicacies for everyone
and treasures from everywhere. At "The Flats" you will enjoy warm,friendly people willing to
share stories,rattle off recipes or help you hand select the best sauce,rub or salsa for the
occasion.

Bob, your host at Flaming Flats is always ready and happy to spread the good word about his
outstanding products, which have been written up in the Wall Street Journal, Food and Wine,
Eastern Shore Life, The Philadelphia Inquirer, Chile Pepper Magazine, The Baltimore Sun, and
others too numerous to mention.

Several of his products such as the Cannonball Fine Lime Marinade and the St. Michaels
Championship Chili Mix, have won awards. At his location at the St. Michaels Maryland, you’ll
have the opportunity to try samples of his products, and with just one taste of his you’ll see that
he uses only the finest ingredients in his sauces, mixes and salsas.

Bob also sells a large variety of other brands of hot sauces, salsas, barbeque sauces and
seasonings, as well as cookbooks, unique gifts, art, souvenirs...and flamingos (for the lawn,
bath, etc), naturally.

So, the next time you’re in St. Michaels, stop by 100 South Talbot Street and say hi to the
friendly and knowledgeable staff at Flamingo Flats.Try a sample of two (If you can take the
heat), and spice up your day!

FLAMINGO FLATS
100 SOUTH TALBOT ST.
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ST. MICHAELS, MD. 21663

STORE : 410-745-2053
FAX : 410-745-2402
800-HOT-8841
bigbird@flamingoflats.com
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